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In sharp curves, local alignment irregularity (angular rotation) 
often occurs at rail joints.  We thus proceeded with formation of 
CWRs by welding of rails to each other to eliminate rail joints.  
But, there are sections where rail joints cannot be removed as 
they do not meet the conditions for switching to CWRs due 
to having structural restrictions such as bridges without ballast 
floors.  To control angular rotation at rail joints, improving rail 
bending stiffness and lateral ballast resistance force is effective, so 
we developed a prestressed concrete (PC) grid type sleeper.

In the development, we adopted a direct seat pandrol clip rail 
fastening system that allows easy securing of ballast thickness and 
is available at a low price, and we introduced a structure that 
can control progress of angular rotation.  Furthermore, its shape 
allows ballast tamping by a multiple tie tamper (MTT) in view 
of track maintenance.

Conventional Grid Type Sleepers and 
Their Issues2

Fig. 1 shows an example of previously developed grid type 
sleepers1).  The shape like a grid improves rail bending stiffness 
and lateral ballast resistance force, and it expands the ballast 
supporting area, allowing track irregularity control.  However, 
the following issues with those grid type sleepers remained.
(1) The fastening structure
(2) Ballast tamping by an MTT

Introduction1

2.1 Fastening Structure
The grid type sleepers had the following issues caused by having 
tie plate type fastening devices.
(1)  Due to the larger distance between the bottom surfaces of the 

rail and sleeper than that with the direct seat rail fastening 
system, track raising is needed to secure the same ballast 
depth as in the sections before and after grid type sleepers 
because the direct seat rail fastening system is used with 
ordinary PC sleepers in those sections.

(2)  In general, tie plate type rail fastening devices are more 
expensive than the direct seat rail fastening system.

2.2 Ballast Tamping by an MTT
The following issues remain when tamping ballast using an MTT 
in sections with conventional grid type sleepers.  Hereinafter, 
“longitudinal beam” of a grid type sleeper indicates a beam in 
parallel with the rails and “lateral beam” a beam at a right angle 
to the rails (Fig. 2).
(1)  Since the protrusion of the outer projecting part of the lateral 

beam (hereinafter, the “wing”) is small, the tamping tool of 
an MTT can shovel little ballast under the wing from outside 
of the rail (Fig. 2).

(2)  Since the longitudinal length of the wing is large, the interval 
between sleepers becomes small, interfering with insertion of 
the tamping tool (Fig. 2).
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In order to address local alignment irregularity (angular rotation) that occurs at rail joints in sharp curves, we are going forward with 
removal of rail joints by welding rails to each other to form continuous welded rails (CWRs).  There are, however, locations where 
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(MTT), work that was never before possible.  The results on sleepers laid for testing purposes proved that an MTT could effectively 
tamp ballast around the developed grid type sleeper, with ballast penetrating under the sleepers.  At 11 months after sleepers were 
laid, no remarkable track irregularity was found.  We have completed laying the developed grid type sleepers at all the locations 
where CWRs cannot be used.
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Fig. 1  Example of Test-laid Conventional Grid Type Sleeper
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3.2.3 Lateral Beams Under Rail Joint
As having more lateral beams is considered more favorable in 
terms tamping by an MTT, we decided to also place lateral 
beams immediate under rail joints, increasing the number of 
lateral beams to three there.

3.2.4 Overall Shape
Based on the above-mentioned considerations, we decided on a 
standard overall shape as shown in Fig. 4.

(3)  Since rail joints, which receive the largest impact by the train 
load, have no lateral beams directly under them, an MTT can 
shovel no ballast immediately under the rail joints.

Design Concept3
3.1 Rail Fastening Device
As is used for the PC sleepers in the sections before and after grid 
type sleepers, we decided to employ a direct seat pandrol clip rail 
fastening system.  Doing so allows ballast thickness to be secured 
without raising the track when laying grid type sleepers.

In the state where three ordinary sleepers lie under the 
rail joint, the sleepers can move laterally, easily causing short 
wavelength alignment irregularity to occur.  On the other hand, 
with grid type sleepers, rail fastening devices are secured with 
a longitudinal beam, so the alignment irregularity at the rail 
joint can be kept to around the tolerance between the rail and 
rail fastening device.  Thus, in order to keep short wavelength 
alignment irregularity less than the current value, we specified 
the tolerance of the interval of pandrols on the rails on both sides 
of a grid type sleeper.

3.2 Shape Allowing Tamping by an MTT
3.2.1 Wing Projection
(1)  For effective tamping by an MTT, wing projection has to be 

larger than the width of the tamping tool (93.5 mm, Fig. 3).
(2)  The larger the wing projection is, the more favorable it is 

in terms of tamping by an MTT.  Therefore, the width of a 
longitudinal beam has to be as small as possible while keeping 
sufficient cross sectional performance and the supporting 
area.

3.2.2 Longitudinal Length of Wing
The longitudinal length of the wing has to be the same as the 
width of a lateral beam to secure space between it and the next 
sleeper into which the tamping tool can be inserted.
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Fig. 2  Example of Conventional Grid Type Sleeper

Fig. 3  Tamping Using MTT at Grid Type Sleeper

Fig. 4  Standard Drawing of Developed Grid Type Sleeper
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3.3 Workability
We assumed installation using a road railer backhoe.  Assuming, 
for example, a Komatsu PC78UUT road railer backhoe would 
be used, we set the target weight to be less than 1.0 t when 
designing as the load rating at 3.5 m operating radius of that 
model is 1.33 t.

Performance Check4
Fig. 5 shows the grid type sleeper designed and test-produced 
based on the considerations explained in the previous sections.  
We test laid prototype grid type sleepers at rail joints in a sharp 
curve (R = 370 m) in a section for Shinkansen and conventional 
line through service to check their performance.  Good results 
were observed in angular rotation control and workability in 
ballast tamping with an MTT as well as in prevention of joint 
depression.

4.1 Angular Rotation Control Effect
We were able to confirm that the developed grid type sleeper 
was effective in controlling angular rotation.  The details are as 
follows.

4.1.1 Alignment Irregularity Prevention
At ordinary rail joints, three lateral sleepers are laid in parallel.  
In this structure, both lateral ballast resistance force and track 
panel bending stiffness are smaller than those of the section with 
grid type sleepers.  Sleepers can therefore move laterally, allowing 
alignment irregularity.  Laying a grid type sleeper can control that 
lateral movement and thus prevent alignment irregularity as well.

4.1.2 Alignment Irregularity Prevention (Short Wavelength)
Securing three rail fastening devices to a longitudinal beam 
with a grid type sleeper controls shaking of those devices, likely 
preventing short wavelength alignment irregularity.

As the tie plate type rail fastening device used for conventional 
grid type sleepers allows alignment adjustment, it can handle 
curves of different radiuses.  On the other hand, the shoulder 
of the direct seat pandrol clip rail fastening system for this 
development is secured to the longitudinal beam on the grid type 
sleeper, so alignment irregularity near the rail joint is limited to 
the tolerance between rail fastening devices (approx. 1.5 mm).

4.1.3 Measurement Results
Fig. 6 shows the change in the 4 m-chord alignment irregularity 
at a rail joint where a prototype grid type sleeper is laid and at 
an ordinary rail joint with alignment corrected.  As shown, we 
were able to confirm the angular rotation control effect of the 
grid type sleeper.

Fig. 7 shows examples of measurement results of static 
asymmetrical chord offset at 5 m in front of and behind the 
grid type sleeper and the ordinary rail joint.  With the grid type 
sleeper, the line shape is close to that for design values, so both 
alignment irregularity and angular rotation are considered to be 
controlled.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the results worked out 
for lateral ballast resistance force at a grid type sleeper and in 
sections on both sides of it.  The table indicates that the grid 
type sleeper has approx. double the lateral ballast resistance 
force of the sections on both sides of it.  Increasing lateral ballast 
resistance force will likely improve resistance to angular rotation 
and durability after installation.

Grid type sleeper Sections before and 
after grid type sleeper Ratio

Lateral ballast 
resistance force 

per 1 m
21.73 kN 11.26 kN 1.93 : 1
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Fig. 5  Test-laid Grid Type Sleeper

Fig. 6  Change of 4 m-Chord Alignment After 
Laying Grid Type Sleeper

Fig. 7  Comparison of Linearity at Grid Type Sleeper 
and Ordinary Rail Joint

Table 1  Results for Lateral Ballast Resistance Force
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4.2 Workability with MTT and Shoveling of Ballast 
(1)  As shown in Fig. 8, we confirmed that the tamping tool of the 

MTT could tamp ballast on both sides of the rail without the 
main part of the grid type sleeper interfering with tamping.

(2)  To check whether ballast is shoveled under the grid type 
sleeper, we tamped with an MTT colored ballast in front of 
and behind the lateral beam of a grid type sleeper.  By turning 
up the ballast under the sleeper after tamping by an MTT, 
we were able to confirm that ballast was shoveled under the 
sleeper.

4.3 Prevention of Joint Depression
We developed a grid type sleeper for the purpose of preventing 
angular rotation, and we found that it was also effective in 
preventing joint depression.  That is because the increased ballast 
supporting area with the grid type sleeper controlled track 
subsidence.

Fig. 10 shows charts of vertical irregularity at one month and 
eleven months after grid type sleepers were laid.

The charts clarified that no joint depression occurred even 
eleven months after the sleepers were laid and that no vertical 
fluctuation of the main part of the grid type sleeper and no 
subsidence near the sleeper occurred either.

4.4 Movement of Joint Gaps
Checking the movement of joint gaps on grid type sleepers, we 
found that the movement was almost equal to that of ordinary 
rail joints in sections on both sides of the grid type sleepers.

Results of Introduction5
Based on the good results of follow-up studies after grid type 
sleepers were test laid, we gradually laid the developed grid type 
sleepers at 54 locations where rail joints could not be removed for 
the aforementioned reasons.  Installation was completed by the 
end of November 2011.

Conclusion6
We were able to confirm for the developed grid type sleeper 
the angular rotation control effect and workability in tamping 
with an MTT.  We also found that it was effective in preventing 
joint depression.  Employing the direct seat rail fastening system 
enabled low-cost production and installation.

We will continue follow-up studies of track irregularity at 
the locations with the grid type sleepers in addition to studies at 
location where grid type sleeper were test laid.
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Fig. 10  Vertical Irregularity Chart at Grid Type Sleepers

Fig. 8  Tamping Using MTT at Grid Type Sleeper

Fig. 9  Check of Ballast Shoveled Under Grid Type Sleeper by MTT


